VarioClip® is the world's first mobile projection screen featuring a full clean profile without studs and press snaps. Surface tension can be adjusted to ambient temperature with best frame stability and accuracy. 5 Year Warranty included. Lighten your way of staging.

VARIOCLIP
Redefining the Mobile Projection Screen

Easier surface attachment without press snaps or studs
Surface tension can be adjusted
No part order
FRAME
High precision. Future-proof.
VarioClip®’s basic profile is an ultra-high precision extruded profile made of a hardened aluminum composition. One channel on each side of the profile holds the surface hooks in place. A tiny notch prevents the hooks from falling off too easily but at the same time allowing them to slide back and forth for smooth tension distribution.

CLAMP CONNECTION
No Compromises. Robust.
Due to the expanding connection module the projection screen elements are tied together free of any clearance. This results in the lowest possible frame deflection even at large screen dimensions but still keeping the lowest system weight among VarioClip®’s closest competitors.

PLUG IN CONNECTION
Simple. Straight Forward.
The standard plug in connection connects the projection screen’s elements. This connection type is recommended for small to medium sizes and for projection screen set up on legs.

SURFACE
Like all other AV Stumpfl projection screens VarioClip® ships with a variety of different surface types. We are proud that only our proprietary materials meet the global standards of the critical rental & staging industry.

ATTACHMENT WITH QUICKCLIP®
The Revolution.
Our patented QuickClip® hooks define the core of our new mobile projection screen development. This new surface attachment technique has been engineered and intensively tested for more than 5 years.